BACKUP AND RESTORE

secured online backup service
Only a small percentage of computers have an easy
way to make backups. Of those that do, many users
do not make proper backups. The result is that
thousands of individuals and small businesses lose
hundreds of thousands of dollars worth of data
annually to fire, theft, equipment failure, and many
other common catastrophes. Even more lose data
through everyday user error.
Of the few computer users who perform proper
backups, an even smaller number store their
backups offsite. Because of this, many businesses go
broke when a fire strikes, destroying their
computers and their on-site backups.
Studies show that it takes an entire day to reenter
an hour's worth of lost computer data. Studies also
show that businesses that lose a substantial amount
of computer data will be out of business within two
years.
DATA CLINIC offers a service that guarantees
backups are done properly, regularly, and most
importantly, stored OFFSITE.

secure backup and restore services
We have SEVEN levels of encryption available to
meet your data security needs.
We will design implement an onsite and remote
backup restore solution that includes OFFSITE
encrypted data for you that makes sense and is easy
to use.
Call us today to schedule a free consultation.
As us about our premium “Disaster Recovery
Program”.
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† IS YOU DATA SAFE? ¢
Every business owner knows the importance of
running proper data backups. Some may actually
do it. Few, however, do it easily, inexpensively,
and have a complete process of
Disaster Data Recovery.
DATA CLINIC has the solution
for you that is safe, secure, and
simple.
Call Now: (517) 977-4754

Disaster Data Recovery
when it happens data clinic is there
Is your hard drive unable to boot? Is it
knocking, or now inaccessible?
Have one or more hard drives in your RAID
disk array failed?
Are you worried that you may have lost your
data for good?
Relax. We can help.

call now to schedule our
technician for an assessment
Network Design & Implementation
Domain Design & Implementation
Security Design & Implementation
Systems Integration
Data Backup & Recovery

DATA CLINIC specializes in professional hard
drive data recovery and file restoration services
for all kinds of data storage. We provide fast and
cost-effective data recovery services for all
laptop, desktop, and server systems - as well as
for all RAID drive arrays, NAS / SAN volumes,
SSD devices, removable hard drives, USB flash
and digital media data storage. Our technical
staff draws on over two decades of
comprehensive data retrieval and restoration
experience to deliver expert and reliable data
recovery, disaster recovery and file recovery
services.

sorry for your loss
Call US. We can help

DATA CLINIC specializes in recovering data
from disasters and data loss events of all types
and sizes:
Hardware Failures
Human Error
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data recovery price sheet
bench fee

$50

inspect &
diagnose

usb flash/
thumb
drives

$50

less than
4gb

prior data

$250

OS
installed
over data

Power Related Problems
Flood / Water Damage
Software Corruption
Virus & Malware Damage
Fire / Smoke / Heat Damage

no data recovered = no charge!

